Creative Center

TREND DISCOVERY

TOP ADS

Creative Center sparks fresh ideas and inspires gamechanging campaigns.

There are endless gems to unearth on TikTok. Working across 14 different

One size rarely fits all on TikTok, but lessons can be learned from past success.

industries – from Appliance to Automotive, Fashion to Food – Trend Discovery

Discover what excites the community by exploring the top-performing ads

gives you a firm grip on which hashtags are hot, which viral videos are driving

from around the world. Keep your research relevant by filtering results by

culture today, and what resonates most with your audience.

objective, industry or country. You can even see which specific frame of a
video has the highest CTR!

START DISCOVERING

CREATIVE INSIGHTS

COMMERCIAL AUDIO LIBRARY

Want to learn which features drive success and lead to higher conversions?

A TikTok without sound is like a birthday without cake. 90% of users say sound

Creative Insights helps you speak the language of success on TikTok by
quantifying creativity: identifying patterns and traits proven to perform well on
the platform.

is vital to their TikTok experience, and over ½ of TikToks are built using existing
platform music or sounds.*
Access 500,000+ sounds, cleared for commercial use, insights into current
trends, and a range of helpful filters.

https://ads.tiktok.com/business/creativecenter/

CONFIDENTIAL &

Get inspired for your next campaign with daily updates
on hot hashtags, top ads, data-driven best practices
and popular music.

PROPRIETARY

Discover the latest trends, success stories,
and tools to help you create the best TikToks.

TikTok Insights
Get to know your audience better with TikTok
Insights.
PROPRIETARY

Welcome to our insights tool! Here, you'll find more
about our community's behavior, their interests, and
how they connect and feel about brands.

CONFIDENTIAL &

Ready to get inspired to create great content on TikTok?

FIND YOUR INSIGHTS

BY LOCATION

BY AUDIENCE

BY INDUSTRY

BY TYPE
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https://www.tiktok.com/business/en/insights

TikTok Creator
Marketplace

FIND CREATORS

MANAGE CAMPAIGNS

Find the perfect creator, manage collaborations,
receive detailed data insights and promote branded
content with targeted ads.

CO-CREATE NOW

Use the highly sophisticated search and filters to find creators from all walks of

The Campaign Management tool allows brands to oversee their entire

life. With TTCM, there’s a perfect creator for every campaign and any

campaign, from the planning stages to execution, all the way to tracking and

marketing objective.

analyzing results - all in one place.

AMPLIFY REACH. DRIVE ACTION.

MONITOR CONTENT PERFORMANCE

Push your campaign further and amplify reach with Spark Ads, or use it in

In addition to tracking real-time campaign data, the Performance Monitor

collaboration with creators to turn any piece of content into a campaign. Add

tool lets brands measure how things went with a detailed post-campaign

a CTA button to organic content and promote with advanced targeting

report, including number of views, likes and comments, engagement rates

capabilities.

and audience breakdown.

https://creatormarketplace.tiktok.com/

CONFIDENTIAL &

Enter TTCM - the official platform for managing
creator collaborations. TCM provides exciting new
opportunities to reaching new audiences in an
authentic, effective and innovative way.

PROPRIETARY

DYK creator videos can be twice as effective
as non-native promotional content*?

CONFIDENTIAL &

PROPRIETARY

TikTok Creative Exchange

AUTO MATCHING
ALGORITHM

DIRECT PARTNER
COLLABORATION

PERFORMANCE
TRACKING

FIND A PARTNER

STANDARDISED
WORKFLOW
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Ad Preview Tool

PREVIEW BY AD TYPE

PREVIEW BY DEVICE MODEL

See what your ad will look like on various
devices before publishing!
PROPRIETARY

Ever spend hours creating your ad assets only to find
that the logo is blocked and the text is out of frame, so
now you have to spend several more hours fixing those
issues?

CONFIDENTIAL &

Then the ad preview tool is just what you need!

EXPLORE THE TOOL

See exactly how your ad will appear on TikTok based on the ad type, copy,

One size rarely fits all, so use the model selector to see how your ad will

hashtags, and more. Ensure the most important parts of your ad are always in

appear based on device type. Especially useful for when you’re targeting

view and remain in the “safe zone”.

specific device users.

Smart Text

Smart Video

Automatically generate relevant and impactful video captions with the
Smart Text tool!

All-in-one creative tool

Just select an industry, caption language, and ad key keywords for the tool to return
relevant copy.

Easily create ads by uploading images, videos, and texts to generate a variety of videos
with different transitions, visual effects and soundtracks

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

QUICKLY GENERATE TEXT

USE POPULAR LANGUAGE

A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION

CREATE EFFECTIVE ADS
SEAMLESSLY

EXPAND YOUR VIDEO
CREATIVE INVENTORY

ENHANCE
EFFECTIVENESS AND CTRS

Generate up to TEN copy

Always get relevant copy with

Advertisers can use Smart Text

variations with just ONE

real-time database updates

to find copy that they can edit

Automatically edit video clips,

Generate multiple videos with

Improve your ad performance.

keyword

capture popular text, phrases,

themselves.

add transitions and match

different styles to expand your

Videos using Smart Video

expressions and titles from

images to the beat of the

creative assets.

achieve an increase in CTR.

the market.

music.

Video Editor

Video Template

The TikTok creative editing tool

Make compelling videos with minimal creative assets

Edit your TikToks on desktop just like on the TikTok app. Subtitles, music, cropping, cut
scenes, and much more…

Customize the templates for your needs by industry - simply upload existing photos, text
and videos and generate a TikTok ad.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

FLEXIBILITY

FEATURES & BENEFITS

CONVENIENCE

ACCURACY

Customize all elements of your

A one-stop solution to edit at

Ensure each frame is just right,

marketing materials, with a

greater speed and ease

collection of TikTok tools and
features

ONE-STEP CREATION

STYLIZE YOUR CONTENT

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Find suitable templates with

•

Choose from

•

Preview your final videos

with complete control over all

advanced filtering and

•

•

Make adjustments as needed

creative elements

Choose from 100+ diverse and

categorization.

stylish template

•

Masking feature available

•

•

Select preferred templates,

•

upload photos, texts and videos

Pick music from 4000+ free
and ready-to-use sounds

in bulk and automatically crop.
•

Easily adjust fonts and colors

